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Abstract  In this paper, a new inverse kinematics (IK) solver is introduced which can solve a multiple constrained 12-DOF human limb 

analytically with the joint limits taken into account. By combining the IK solver with multilevel curve fitting technique, we enable the user to specify 
constrains on few keyframes through a mouse or keyboard, then the joint angles of the figure at each keyframe are automatically calculated by the IK 
solver, and the motion displacement of every joint at each constrained frame is propagated to neighboring frames. The motion editing method 
presented here is fast and convenient for creating various new realistic human motions from captured motion clips. We demonstrate that our technique 
can be used for retargeting motion to new environments. Furthermore, the graphic user interface we developed is friendly and convenient for 
manipulation, and our algorithm is rather fast.  
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1 Introduction 
 
Motion control of articulated figure such as humans has been a 
challenging task in computer animation field. In traditional 
keyframing systems, we define and modify the motion of the 
objects via manipulating the translational and rotational trajec- 
tory curves. However, editing a motion through keyframes or 
the spline curves they define is a tedious task and requires 
highly developed human skills. An alternative method to obtain 
articulated human motion is motion capture, where the motion 
is captured from a real human. Real-time 3D motion capture 
systems have recently become commercially available. 
However, we can only capture a specific motion of a specific 
person in a specific environment, if the situation changes, the 
whole data require to be recaptured.  

So the ability to edit captured motion is vitally important. 
Motion editing is the act of changing the movement of an 
object [1]. When editing a prerecorded motion, the 
high-frequency content must be preserved. We need editing 
tools that are convenient to operate and can preserve the origin- 
al characteristics well. 

In this paper, we present a motion editing method that 
combines motion warping technique with a new fast inverse 
kinematics solver we propose to create realistic motion by 
dragging a mouse directly on several keyframes of original 
captured motion. Our method can be divided into three main 
steps: First, specify geometric constrains on each constrained 
keyframe via a mouse or keyboard. Next, solve the inverse 
kinematics problem for each keyframe. Finally, propagate the 
joint angle changes to desired neighboring frames. Our method 
is similar to Lee’s [2], they combined a hierarchical curve 
fitting technique with a inverse kinematics solver which is a 
hybrid of an analytic and numerical inverse kinematics 

algorithm. The main difference between us is that Lee’s method 
solves the inverse kinematics problem of a 7-DOF limb 
analytically, the other DOFs of  the figure is solved through an 
optimization process, while our method can solve a 12-DOF 
limb analytically, thus all the DOFs of the figure can be solved 
analytically by decomposing the human figure into five parts– 
one head chain, two arm chains and two leg chains.  

The main contributions of this paper are: First, a fast inverse 
kinematics algorithm is developed which can solve a 12-DOF 
human limb analytically and can take human joint limits and 
multiple constrains into account. Secondly, by combining our 
new inverse kinematics algorithm with motion warping 
technique, we enable the user to edit a motion sequence 
conveniently at interactive rate. 

 
2 Related Work 
 
Motion editing techniques can be classified in many ways 
according to different criterions. Here we classify motion 
editing techniques into tree categories. 

We can fit splines to motion joint angle data and use curve 
manipulating technique to modify the original motion. Witkin 
and Popović [3] described a technique for editing motion based 
on warping of the motion parameter curves. Lee and Shin [4] 
provided a method for interactive motion editing by combining 
a hierarchical curve fitting technique with a new IK solver. 

Many researchers have introduced signal processing 
techniques to motion editing. Bruderlin and Williams [5] 
showed that techniques from the signal processing domain can 
be applied to editing existing motion. They also introduced the 
concept of motion displacement mapping. Unuma et al. [6] 
used Fourier principle to interpolate and extrapolate motion 
data in the frequency domain. Guo and Robergé [7] and Wiley 
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and Hahn [8] applied spatial domain techniques to motion 
editing. Silva et al. presented an efficient approach for motion 
cyclification by time × frequency warping [9].  

Optimization based method can be integrated into motion 
editing system. Witkin and Kass [10] proposed a spacetime 
constraint technique for creating character animation. In their 
method, dynamic constrains and geometric constrains are 
satisfied through an optimization process. Gleicher [11] 
simplified the spacetime constraint formulation thus provided a 
solver that is fast enough to solve constraint problems at 
interactive rate. He also applied this technique for motion 
retargetting [12]. Rose et al. [13] applied the spacetime 
constrains to generate motion transition. More recently, Fang 
and Pollard [14] described a set of objective functions and 
constrains that lead to linear time analytical first derivatives 
resulting in fast computation and an optimization problem that 
appears to scale well to complex characters.  

Many researchers have devoted into the study of inverse 
kinematics of a human-arm-like chain. Among them, Korein 
[15] is one of the first to study the geometry of humane arm. 
Kahan [16] and Paden [17] gave a closed-form solution to 
inverse kinematics by dividing an IK problem into smaller 
subproblems. Hollerbach [18] designed a wrist-partitioning 
algorithm for simplifying IK problems. Based on results from 
neurophysiology, Koga [29] introduced an algorithm that 
combines the sensorimotor transformation model [19,20] with a 
pseudoinverse iteration procedure. Their algorithm can produce 
natural looking arm postures but is computationally expensive. 
Zhao and Badler [21] formulated the inverse kinematics 
problem of a human figure as a constrained optimization 
problem. Rose et al. [22] extended Zhao’s method to handle 
variational constrains. Wang [23], and Wang and Verriest [24] 
presented an inverse kinematics solver based on minimum joint 
velocity norm. Zhao [25], Tolani et al. [26], Lee and Shin [2], 
and Asfour and Dillmann [27] proposed a new inverse 
kinematics algorithm by combining analytical method and an 
optimization procedure. More recently, Komura et al. [28] 
presented a new inverse kinematics method; by extracting 
parameter from the motion data, they established a weight 
matrix can simplify the optimization process, and their method 
enables interactive editing.  

Existing IK algorithms can only give analytic solves to 
7-DOF arms. When it comes to a chain containing more than 7 
DOFs, numerical iteration is inevitable, which will slow down 
the computation speed, especially for large scale IK problems. 
However, the IK algorithm we developed gives analytic 
solutions for a human arm of 12-DOFs, which enable us to 
solve a multi-constrained human limb at very fast speed, even 
if the scale of the IK problem is large. 
 
3 The Relationship between Elbow Swivel 
Angle and Hand Orientation 
 
Our IK solver is based on the relationship between elbow 
swivel angle and hand orientation angle. In this section, we 
introduce how to determine the swivel angle through the hand 
orientation angle. Without loss of generality, we just illustrate 
the right arm. 

When shoulder and wrist joint are fixed, elbow is still free to 
swivel about a circular circle named the elbow circle whose 
center locates on the shoulder-wrist axis and whose normal 
vector is parallel to that axis [26].  

Our method is inspired by Koga’s work [29], they use a 
sensorimotor transformation model introduced by Soechting 
and Flanders [19,20] to determine the forearm and upper arm 
posture to match the hand position, then obtain the joint angles 
for the wrist. The exact position and the orientation of the hand 
are obtained through a final adjustment which use constrained 
optimization to find the final solution. While in our method, the 

final solution is obtained analytically thus no optimization 
process is involved. 

We first introduce two anglesφ  and β . As illustrated in Fig. 
1. S, E and W represent initial reference position of shoulder, 
elbow and wrist respectively. The normal vector of triangle 

SEW∆  is parallel to the XOZ plane of the distal frame of chest. 
Eg is the goal elbow position. O1 is the rotation center of elbow 
on the SW line. φ  is the elbow swivel angle which is defined 
as the angle between O1E and O1Eg. β  is the hand orientation 
angle which is defined as the angle between the X axis of the 
wrist distal frame which is denoted by Xw and the XOZ plane of 
the chest distal frame which is denoted by P. When defining β , 
we confine the Y axis of the wrist distal frame to be parallel to 
the XOZ plane of the chest distal frame, which is called the 
neutral pose of hand. In fact, when shoulder, elbow and wrist 
joint are fixed, hand is still free to rotate about the Y and Z axis 
of the wrist distal frame. In the case that the hand is not in the 
neutral pose, we should rotate hand about the Z axis of the 
wrist distal frame to the neutral pose. 
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Fig. 1. Determine the elbow position based on the β - φ  
relationship 

 
 

Table 1.  Relationship between β  andφ  in chest proximal 
coordinate system. 
 

β (degree) φ (degree) 

0 25 
45 35 
90 42 
135 53 
180 65 
225 76 
270 86 
315 115 

 
Through a series of anthropometry experiments, we found 

that when the shoulder and the wrist joint are fixed, the elbow 
swivel angle φ  is closely related to the hand orientation 
angle β . We have tested the maximal angle range and 
comfortable angle range of φ  when shoulder position, wrist 
position and β  are given. The maximal angle range is 
defined as the angle range that the elbow can swivel within its 
capability, and the comfortable angle range or natural angle 
range is defined as the angle range that the elbow may swivel 
on condition that our bodies feel comfortable. 

Talbe 1 shows the relationship between β andφ . We have 
tested ten males aged from 20 to 30 and calculated the average 
angle forφ . The β -φ relationship for females haven’t been 
tested, however it can be easily established in the same way we 
did for males. 
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4 Analytic Inverse Kinematics Solver 
 
In this section, we demonstrate how our inverse kinematics 
solver works. The human figure has 18 joints as illustrated in 
Fig. 2. 

As a human figure has five endeffectors, we accordingly 
decouple it into five chains. Inverse kinematics problem for 
each chain is solved individually. Because the skeleton is 
symmetric, we only considerate three chains: the right arm 
chain including chest, rCollar, rShoulder, rElbow and rWrist 
joint, the right leg chain including rHip, rKnee and rAnkle joint 
and the head chain including chest, neck and head joint. Hip 
joint need to be solved when and only when there are no 
solutions found for the five IK chains. In that case we adjust the 
angles of hip joint and try again to get the right solutions. Also 
sometimes the figure may be required to translate his hip joint, 
e.g. when retargetting a walk motion to a similar walk motion 
on a rugged terrain. In that case, all the joints of the human 
figure are required to translate a uniform value. 

              

 
Fig. 2. Human skeleton model 

 
Additionally, a rule should be established for specifying the 

solving order for five IK chains. Here the solving order is   
same as the order user specifies constrains on IK chains. 

Our IK solver takes into account joint limits and multiple 
constrains as presented in the following section. The joint limits 
data used here is the man’s average data referenced from [31]. 

 
4.1 IK Solver for the Right Arm Chain 
 
The right arm chain has 12 DOFs: 3 for chest, shoulder and 
wrist, 2 for collar and 1 for elbow respectively. 

The IK problem for the right arm chain can be stated as 
follows: given the original positions of the 5 joints of the right 
arm chain and the orientation of the right hand, solve the 
angles of the 5 joints so that wrist and hand be placed at the 
goal position and hand placed at desired orientation. Our IK 
solver takes the following 6 steps: 
  1) Calculate the distance from shoulder to goal wrist position, 
if R ≤ Lmax, go to step 2. Otherwise, adjust shoulder and collar 
joint, solve chest and collar angles, and then restart the whole 
process. 

2)Calculate the elbow angle eθ and test whether eθ violates 
angle limits. If it does, we should adjust shoulder and collar 
joint. 

3) Determine elbow position. 
4) Determine shoulder angles. 
5) Determine wrist angles.  
6) Test if shoulder angles violate joint limits, if they do, 

adjust the chest angles to satisfy shoulder’s joint limits. If the 

adjustment makes the chest angles exceed joint limits, 
terminate the IK process with no solution found. 

 
4.2 Determine Elbow Angles 

 
Given the wrist position 

gW and the shoulder position
gS , the 

elbow angle eθ is uniquely determined by the following 
equation: 

2 2 2cos(( ) /(2 )e a LU LL d LU LLθ = + − ⋅ ⋅       (1) 
where LU and LL are the length of the upper arm and lower 
arm respectively. d is the distance from shoulder to wrist joint.  

If eθ violates its joint limits, adjust shoulder and collar joint 
as stated in section4.6, and then solve eθ again. 
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Hg

R Lmax

 eLU
LL

 
 

Fig. 3. Right arm posture control. Hg is the goal position of 
wrist joint; R is the distance from shoulder to the goal hand 
position; Lmax is the farest distance that hand can reach in the 
shoulder proximal frame, Lmax=LU+LL and eθ  is the elbow 
angle. 
 
4.3 Determine Elbow Position  

 
If user wants to specify the elbow position, just use the data 
user inputs in. 

When the shoulder and wrist position along with the wrist 
orientation are given, the elbow position can be determined. We 
first determine the hand orientation angle β , and then use β to 
calculate the swivel angleφ by linear interpolation. The relat- 
ionship betweenφ and β is given in Talbe 1. Then the elbow 
position can be obtained through algebraic knowledge. 
   
4.4 Determine Shoulder Angles 
 
Given the elbow position sE  and the wrist position sW  in the 
shoulder proximal frame, we can determine the shoulder angles 
similar to Zhao’s method [25]. Notice that the rotation order 
here is Z-X-Y.  

Since the shoulder twist angle szθ does not change the elbow 
position sE , the other two angles sxθ and syθ can be obtained 
through the following equation:  

[ ]0 0 0 1 [ .T
sz sx se sR R T E x⋅ ⋅ ⋅ =  .sE y  . ]sE z T    (2) 

where Rsz, Rxy are the rotation matrix of the shoulder joint in the 
proximal frame. Tse is the matrix that translates the shoulder 
distal frame to the elbow proximal frame. From equation (2), 
we have: 

Head 
Neck 

lCollar rCollar 

lShoulder 

lElbow 

lWrist 

rShoulder 

rElbow 
rWrist Chest 

Hip 

rHip lHip 

lKnee rKnee 

rAnkle lAnkle 
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         (3) 

where S and C denotes Sine and Cosine function respectively. 
LU is the length of the upper arm. Thus we have: 

.sin s
sx

E z
LU

θ = −               (4) 

2 2( . ) ( . )
cos s s

sx

E x E y
LU

θ
+

= ±          (5) 

  sxθ has two solutions in [-π, π]. One can be computed as: 
2 2tan 2( . , ( . ) ( . ) )sx s s xa E z E x E yθ = − +      (6) 

  The other one is: 

⎩
⎨
⎧

−−
−

=
sx

sx
sx

θπ
θπ

θ '

otherwise
if sx 0)sin( >θ

         (7) 

  From equation (3), we can compute szθ as well. 

.tan 2( , . )sz s sa E x E yθ = −              (8) 
  The other solution is: 

'
.tan 2( , . )sz s sa E x E yθ = −             (9) 

Accordingly, syθ can be solved through the following 
equation: 

[ ] [ ]0 0 0 1 . . . 1T T
sz sx sy se e ew s s sR R R T R T W x W y W z⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ =      (10) 

Where Rsz, Rsx, Rxy are the rotation matrices of the shoulder 
joint in the shoulder proximal frame. Tse is the matrix that 
translates the shoulder distal frame to the elbow proximal frame. 
Re is the rotation matrix of the elbow proximal frame. Tew is the 
matrix that translates the elbow distal frame to the wrist 
proximal frame. 

We can obtain from equation (10) that: 

2 2

. .
( )

z s e s
sy

e z z

C W x S W yS
LL S C S
θ θθ

θ θ θ
⋅ + ⋅

=
− ⋅ ⋅ +

         (11) 

 . ( )s x e
sy

e x

W z S LL C LUC
LL S C
θ θθ

θ θ
− − ⋅ ⋅ +

=
⋅ ⋅

      (12) 

  Thus we have: 
tan 2( , )sy sy sya S Cθ θ θ=             (13) 

  Now we have obtained two set of solutions for sxθ and szθ , 
choose the one that has less least square error from the original 
shoulder angles, and then check whether the angles violate their 
joint limits. If sxθ or szθ violates joint limits, we adjust chest 
angles to satisfy the shoulder’s joint limits. 
 
4.5 Determine Wrist Angles 
 
Wrist angles can be determined similar to the process of 
shoulder angles determination except for the Y angle. First, 
calculate Z and X angle of the wrist, and then solve Y angle 
through the hand orientation angle. 
 
4.6 Shoulder and Collar Joint Adjustment 
 
As mentioned above, if the maximal length of the arm Lmax ≤ R, 
or if the elbow angle eθ < 30.25° (joint angle limits of average 
male [31]), shoulder and collar joint need to be adjusted.  

As for the previous situation, we first determine the shoulder 
position in the collar proximal coordinate thus the collar angles 
can be confirmed, and then rotate shoulder joint along with 
collar joint to a new position which makes the wrist goal 
position reachable and the posture natural.  

Since these two joints need to be adjusted when and only 
when the wrist goal position is unreachable. In that case, we 
always let the figure fully straighten its arm.  By our 
observation of human motion collar angles are closely related 
to the wrist position in the collar proximal coordinate. Given 
the goal wrist position Wg, we project it into the XOY plane of 
the collar proximal coordinate, then collar angle cyθ  and 

czθ can be determined. If cyθ and czθ are within collar’s joint 

limits, Y-angle and Z-angle of collar joint are set to be cyθ and 

czθ , the sign of these two angles should be correctly selected 
since the goal wrist joint may locate in different quadrant and 
the right arm has different proximal collar coordinate. Because 
the collar joint has only 2 DOFs(no roll angle), we can directly 
set the X-angle to zero. 
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Fig. 4.  Adjust shoulder and collar joint when R > Lmax, 

 
  Once shoulder joint has been adjusted and collar angles have 
been determined, we rotate shoulder joint along with collar 
joint to the final position. The final position is calculated as 
follows(Fig. 4):  
 Draw two circles in the Ch-S-Wg plane: the radius of the 
first circle C1  is the distance from chest to adjusted shoulder 
joint, and the center of C1is chest joint. The radius of the other 
circle C2 is Lmax and the center of C2 is the wrist joint. There are 
three cases to considerate: 

1) If the two circles above have only one intersection point. 
The intersection point is the final position of shoulder.  

2) If there are two intersection points, we choose the one 
that is nearer to the adjusted shoulder joint.   

3) If the two circles don’t intersect with each other, no 
solution can be found for the IK problem because the goal wrist 
position is too far away. 

For the other situation that the elbow angle eθ < 30.25°, the 
process is similar to the previous situation except that in this 
case the radius of circle C2 is 2 2 2 cos(30.25 )LU LL LU LL+ − ⋅ ⋅ ° . 

Now that the final collar and shoulder joint position along 
with the collar joint angles have been determined, we can do 
the following step to calculate chest angles to put collar and 
shoulder joint at their final positions. 

 
4.7 Determine Chest Angles 
 
Given the collar position, shoulder position and collar angles, 
we can solve chest angles with the following steps:                       

As illustrated in Figure 6, C presents the fixed offset vector 
of collar in chest proximal frame and Cnew presents the final 
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collar position. We can build a matrix M which rotates C to 
Cnew about n vector, where n chest chest newO C O C= × . Then chest 
angles can be 

 

Ochest

Cnew

C

X

Y

Z

n

 
Fig. 5. Determine chest angles when collar position, collar 
angles and shoulder position are given. 
 

extracted from matrix M through the following equation: 
zchest xchest ychestR R R M⋅ ⋅ =              (14) 

Expanding equation (14) produces: 
0
0
0

0 0 0 1

Cz Cy Sz Sx Sy Sz Cx Cz Sy Sz Sx Cy
Sz Cy Cz Sx Sy Cz Cx Sz Sy Cz Sx Cy

M
Cx Sy Sx Cx Cy

⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅⎢ ⎥ =
⎢ ⎥− ⋅ ⋅
⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

 (15) 

where S and C denote Sine and Cosine function respectively. x, 
y, z denotes xchestθ ychestθ zchestθ  individually. Thus we can solve 
the chest angles as: 

   xchestθ =asin(M21)              (16) 
Accordingly since cos( xchestθ )>=0, we have: 

ychestθ =atan2(-M20, M22)        (17) 

zchestθ =atan2(-M01,M11)          (18) 
 

4.8 IK Solver for Head and Leg Chain 
 

IK solver for the head chain and leg chain is very similar, we 
put them together for convenience of introduction.   
  There are 7 DOFs for head chain and right leg chain, 3 for 
rHip, rAnkle chest and head, 1 for rKnee and neck. 

 
Fig. 6. Solve for the right leg chain and head chain. Rh, Rk, Ra, 
Re denotes rHip, rKnee, rAngle,and end effector of right leg 
chain respectively. E, H, N, C denotes end effector of head 
chain, head, neck and chest respectively.  
 
  For head chain, we assume that for a normal human, point E, 
H, N and C(Fig. 6) are on the same plane and H, N are in the 
same side of line EC. Because the position of C and H along 
with the EH orientation are known, and the length of NC, HN, 
EH can be calculated from joint offset data, the neck joint N 
can be easily determined using simple algebraic knowledge. 
After that, we can solve the Z and X component of chest angles 
similar to the method we utilize to solve shoulder angles in 
section 4.4, then the solving process of neck angles is also the 
same as the shoulder joint. Finally we solve the head’s Z and X 

angle, the Y angle can be determined by the orientation of the 
endeffector. 
 
5 Multilevel Curve Fitting 
 
In this section, we briefly introduce the multilevel fitting 
technique originally proposed by Lee et al. [34].      

Let { | 0 }t R t nΩ = ∈ ≤ < be a regular time domain interval. 
Consider a set of scatter points P = {(ti, yi)} for it ∈Ω . Here ti 
can be considered as the frame time, and yi the joint angle at 
time ti. We define a uniform cubic B-spline function  

3
10

( ) ( )k t kk
f t B t t b + −⎢ ⎥= ⎣ ⎦

= − ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦∑ (0 3,k≤ ≤ 0 1)t≤ ≤ as the 

approximation function. Here Bk is uniform cubic B-spline 
basis functions. bj is the j-th control point for 1 1j n− ≤ ≤ + . We 
need to solve for the control points bj ( 1 1j n− ≤ ≤ + ) that best 
approximate the scattered data in P. 
  For a uniform cubic B-spline, each control point bj is 
influenced by the four data points in its neighborhood, we 
define them as the proximity 
set. Simple linear algebra using pseudo inverse can produce a 
solution: 

2
( , )

2
( , )

ij ijt x Pi i j
j

ijt x Pi i j

W
b

W

β
∈

∈

=
∑
∑

[ 1, 1]j n∈ − +          (19) 

which minimizes a local approximation error 
2

( , )
|| ( ) ||j i it x Pi i j

P f t x
∈

−∑ . Here 1 ( )
iij i ij tW B t t+ −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

= −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ is defined as 

uniform cubic B-spline functions, and 3

0
( )
ij i

ij

k i ik

W x

B t t
β

=

=
− ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦∑

. 

Consider a hierarchy of control point sets S0, S1, … , Sh 
overlaid on domain Ω . We assume that the spacing between 
control points for S0 is given and that the spacing is halved 
from one set to the next. Therefore, if Sk has (m+3) control 
points, the next finer control point set will have (2m+3) control 
points. 

The multilevel B-spline approximation begins with the 
solution of the coarsest control points in S0. The resulting 
function f0 serves as a smooth initial approximation that 
possibly leaves large discrepancies at the data points in P. f0 

may leave a deviation 1
0 ( )i i ix x f t∆ = − for each point (ti, xi) in 

P. The next finer control point set is then used to obtain 
function f1 that approximates the difference 1

1 {( , )}i iP x x= ∆ . 

Then the sum f0+f1 yields a smaller deviation 
2

0 1( ) ( )i i i ix x f t f t∆ = − −  for each point (ti, xi). In general, for a 

level k in the hierarchy, we derive function fk by using control 
point set Sk to approximate data {( , )}k

k i xi
P x= ∆  

where 1 1
10

( ) ( )kk k
x n i x k ini i

xi f t f x− −
−=

∆ = − = ∆ −∑  and 
0

i
x ix∆ = . The 

final approximation function f is defined as the sum of funct- 
ions fk, i.e. 

0

h
kk

f f
=

= ∑ . 
 
6 Motion Warping 
 
Articulated human figures are usually represented as rotation 
hierarchies parameterized by a whole body translation, a whole 
body rotation, and a set of joint offset components and joint 
angle components. We can describe a motion as 

( ) ( ( ), ( ))m t f R t tθ= , where 3( )R t R∈ is the translation 

Rk 

Rh 

Ra Re 

E 
H 

N 

C 

Right leg chain Head chain 

{( , ) | 2 2)}j i i iP t x P j t j= ∈ − ≤ ≤ +
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component of the root joint, 3( ) mt Rθ ×∈ describes the rotation 
angles of the joints on the human figure, m donates the total 
joint number. A motion can also be parameterized to a set of 
motion curves. Each gives the value of one of the model’s 
parameters as a function of time. To obtain a new motion, we 
can warp each motion curve independently. We should find a 
function b(t) that satisfies '( ) ( ) ( ) ( )i i it a t t b tθ θ= + so that the 
cons- traint pairs ( , )i it θ are met. We set a(t) be zero here 
because we do not consider motion scaling. b(t) can be 
calculated with the multilevel fitting technique introduced in 
[2]. 
 
7 Automatic Online Motion Editing 
 
In this section, we describe how to combine our analytic IK 
solver with motion warping technique to provide interactive 
and convenient editing operation on the original motion. 
  We first obtain the constrains (ti, Ci) specified by the user on 
user-defined keyframes, then solve for the angles of each 
constrained keyframe using the analytic IK solver we intro- 
duced above, thus the displacement value (tj, xj) of each curve 
at each constrained frame can be obtained. Next we find a 
curve b(t) that approximates these displacement values (tj, xj) 
based on multilevel curve fitting technique[4]. Finally we 
propagate the  changes to the neighboring frames of each 
constrained frame by adding an displacement value bi(t) to 
them ( m k t m k− ≤ ≤ + for the m-th constrained frame, k is the 
influence factor which can be adjusted by the user). 
 
8 Experimental Results 
 
We have applied our IK algorithm to a captured pose. Fig. 7(a) 
is the original pose of an open-door motion. In Fig. 7(b), we 
dragged the left wrist joint to a new position. Because the wrist 
is in the shoulder’s reachable space (R≤Lmax), the position of 
chest and shoulder joint don’t need to be adjusted. In Fig. 7(c), 
we set the wrist position to be the same as the left-two figures, 
but changed the orientation angle of the left hand, which leads 
to  the position of the left elbow being changed accordingly. 
In Fig. 7(d), the goal wrist position is out of the reachable space 
(R≥Lmax), a 12-DOF IK problem was solved with our IK solver 
which produces a natural pose. Fig. 8 shows the IK solver for 
the leg chain and head chain. In Fig. 9, we compare the IK 
generated pose with the motion captured pose. In Fig. 10, we 
edited a walk-look-behind motion to a walk-look-behind- 
and-wave motion. In Fig. 11, we edited a backward-round- 
house motion to kick higher than the original one. 
  We have produced a supplemental video to show the results 
of our IK solver, motion editing process and the compare of 
edited motion with original motion.
 
9 Conclusion 
 
In this paper, a fast inverse kinematics method is proposed 
which can solve a 12-DOF limb analytically. A general IK 
problem concerning 5 endeffectors of a human-like figure can 
be solved analytically through a decomposing scheme. By 
combining the IK algorithm we introduced with multi-level 
curve fitting technique, we proposed a stable and fast motion 
editing method for captured motion clips.  

The IK method proposed in this paper has the advantage of 
fast speed and controllable solution, which makes it suitable for 
large scale IK problems for human-like figure. It can be also 
used for real-time robot control. The motion editing method we 
introduced provides a convenient and intuitive tool for online 
motion editing. 

The limitations of our method include: First, our IK 
algorithm is only suitable for human-like figure. However this 
limitation could be overcome by reestablishing the β - φ  
relationship. Second, since our motion editing method is based 
on per-frame IK plus curve fitting, the resulting motion may 
become jagged when the constrained frames become too dense.  
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Fig. 7. (a) Original pose. (b) R≤Lmax, goal wrist position reachable, no need to adjust the positions of collar and shoulder. (c) The 
same wrist goal position as in (a) and (b), but the hand orientation has been changed and the elbow position changed 
accordingly. (d) R≥Lmax, the position of collar and shoulder need to be adjusted. 
 

 
(a) (b) (a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 8.  (a) IK solver for leg chain. (b) IK solver for head 
chain. 

Fig. 9. Compare captured pose with IK generated pose. (a) 
Captured pose. (b) IK generated pose. 
 

(a) 
 

(b) 
Fig. 10. (a) Original motion: walk and look behind midway. (b) The left motion is edited to look behind and wave midway. 

 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 11. (a) Original motion: jump-kick motion.  (b) The left motion is edited to kick higher. 
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